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Sorganised by Midan. The lecture
presented the Volunteer Circle platform,
a volunteer recruitment platform that
matches organisations’ needs with
exemplary skilled volunteers. 
The volunteer circle started when
founder Malak Yacout was a student but
didn’t know where to volunteer in
Lebanon; the demand for volunteers
was very high, but it was still easier to
travel abroad to volunteer than in
Lebanon. She then started the platform
Volunteer Circle. This platform connects
volunteers with specific skills with
organisations and their needs directly to
ensure that all the relevant skills are
utilised in the position. 

Isabell Mansoor, the first legal woman to
invest in the organisation, also
participated in the meeting. She
explained that sometimes you need a
person and their skills, but you can't
invest in them immediately, whereas a
volunteer would be ideal. Then later,
when the person gets hired, they are
already trained for the job. You can
recruit in many ways, and sometimes
several roles; for example, So-Me
manager, graphic designer, and
community manager can be found in
one volunteer.

The many benefits of the organization-
volunteer relationship were discussed
and especially highlighted the
importance of diversified skills,
increased capacity, increased
sustainability of an organisation, and
increased employability for the
volunteer. 

Malak Yacout underlined the
importance of personalising the
message by reaching out to volunteers
and focusing it on volunteer roles. So, a
call for an open volunteer position will
be much like any other job vacancy; if
their skills match the vacancy, they can
apply specifically for it, and no talents
are wasted as the right people are
chosen for places where their specific
skills are needed.

Today the Volunteer Circle is innovating
further, and they are proud to be the
place people generally turn to when
they want to volunteer in Lebanon and
the Levant.
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In our pursuit to spread awareness of
human rights and strengthen civil
society in Jordan and the Middle East,
we regularly organise workshops and
training courses. Various topics related
to human rights and democracy are
discussed during our activities.
However, we intensely focus on the
rights and empowerment of women
and youth.

The workshops and training, which take
place Sundays, Mondays and Thursdays
weekly, mainly comprise university
students, academics, and members of
the civil society. Young professionals
such as journalists, lawyers, media
workers and judges are also quite
involved in the workshops. 

The activities are mainly carried out by
ACHRS staff members but also in
cooperation with other local, Arab and
international NGOs and civil society
organisations.
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OUR PARTICIPATIONS
ACHRS AT 

“WHY VOLUNTEERS?” WITH 

MALAK YACOUT, FOUNDER –

THE VOLUNTEER CIRCLE

ACHRS participated on the 22nd of
eptember in Asfari Foundation’s lecture
on Volunteerism and Leadership,



Jordan is discriminating against
refugees based on nationality.
Non-Syrian refugees in Jordan are not
provided with the same funding or
support that Syrian refugees are. Both
Syrian and non-Syrian refugees flee
from similarly dangerous and insecure
conditions, yet non-Syrians are in
practice excluded from obtaining
asylum status. Jordan’s treatment of
non-Syrian refugees violates the
international principles of non-
refoulment and non-discrimination of
refugees based on their nationality.

ACHRS condemns discrimination
against refugees of different
nationalities and urges Jordan to stop
the freezing of UNHCR asylum
registration for non-Syrians.
Additionally, ACHRS urges Jordan to
ratify the 1951 Refugee Convention,
besides facilitating a better process for
the NGO’s applying for permission to
carry out non-Syrian aid projects and
encourages the international
community to reserve funding for all
refugees regardless of nationality.

JORDAN IS EXCLUDING NON-

SYRIAN REFUGEES FROM

PROTECTION 

BY MARTINE RØNDE BJERG

Each month, our interns release
statements to the Centre regarding our
Five Priorities: Rights to Life, Rights to
Think, Rights to Speak, Women's Rights
and Rights to Participate. In September,
several statements from the
department of ACHRS were published
condemning issues related to women’s
rights and refugee rights. 

Our Interns have published the
following statements: 

LATEST PUBLICATIONS
STATEMENTS

A wave of protests took place in Iran
following the tragic death of Mahsa
Amini. The young woman died
following a violent arrest by the Iranian
morality police. The country has since
witnessed unprecedented public
demonstrations in strong
condemnation of the barbaric acts of
the morality police and against the
regime in general.

ACHRS joins all leaders and
spokespersons who expressed support
for the Iranian risking their lives for their
freedom. We denounce the dominance
of the use of penal punishment by
Iranian authorities, who also explicitly
repress the freedom of expression
within the nation.

ACHRS joins the global condemnation
of the Iranian morality police’s brutal 

SOCIAL UNREST IN IRAN

FOLLOWING THE DEATH OF

MAHSA AMINI 

BY MEÏSSEN HINDI

Governmental efforts have failed to
ensure the safety of its female
population, which is a flagrant violation
of the right to life and to live in dignity
in Jordanian society.

ACHRS condemns the current status of
women’s safety in Jordanian society and
calls on the Jordanian government to
improve its efforts to achieve gender-
based equality. The lives of Jordanian
women matter and should not be taken
in vain.

PROTECT JORDANIAN WOMEN;

IN ONLY 72 HOURS 2 WOMEN

HAVE BEEN MURDERED BY

THEIR HUSBANDS 

BY RANEEN HESSEN

and arbitrary repression. We also
encourage an increase in transparency
regarding the actions of Iranian
authorities to better pave the path to
respect and justice in the MENA region.
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Among the various visions that ACHRS has taken as its goal, one of them is to raise
awareness for issues related to Human Rights in the MENA Region. To fulfil this
vision, our Centre has taken it upon itself to inform its readers every month about
the latest events in the respective countries. This news is published on our website
at the end of each month and can be found under Human Rights Monitoring (HRM). 

For more information, check out our latest September publication here:
https://achrs.org/english/category/news/weeklypressreviews/ 

MONTLY PRESS REVIEW:

https://achrs.org/english/2022/09/06/jordan-is-excluding-non-syrian-refugees-from-protection/
https://achrs.org/english/2022/08/28/protect-jordanian-women-in-the-last-72-hours-2-women-have-been-murdered-by-their-husbands/
https://achrs.org/english/2022/08/28/protect-jordanian-women-in-the-last-72-hours-2-women-have-been-murdered-by-their-husbands/
https://achrs.org/english/2022/08/28/protect-jordanian-women-in-the-last-72-hours-2-women-have-been-murdered-by-their-husbands/
https://achrs.org/english/2022/08/28/protect-jordanian-women-in-the-last-72-hours-2-women-have-been-murdered-by-their-husbands/
https://achrs.org/english/category/news/weeklypressreviews/
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ACHRS is an independent non-governmental Think Tank center advocating for the

enhancement of democracy and human rights in Jordan and the MENA region. The

Center's five priorities are the right to life, the right to speak, the right to think, the right

to participate and women's rights. ACHRS has special consultative status with the

Economic and Social Council of the United Nations (ECOSOC). 
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